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How to Lead a Cinema Salon 
 
Assignment Description:  Whereas the film screenings and discussions provide you with a broad 
understanding of film, the midterm presentations allow you to go deep by focusing on a single 
clip.  In groups of 4, you will lead our class in a salon-style discussion on the specifics of camera 
work.  Specifically, you create an interactive powerpoint presentation to guide the class through 
a single film scene, drawing on both film theory and gender theory to explain it.  To engage the 
class in close analysis of the clip, you may show up to 3 minutes of film during your 
presentation.  Video, sound, and images should balance questions, analysis, and critique. 
Groups 1-4 should pick a scene from Mimì metallurgico ferito nell'onore.  Groups 5-7 will work 
with Pasqualino Settebellezze, and Groups 8-10 should pick a scene from Il Portiere di Notte.    
 
What steps should I take next?  Here are some general guidelines.  The specifics are up to you. 
 
 1) Watch your week’s film in advance.  Read “How to Give a Talk” on Canvas. 

2) Meet with your group to select your scene, and decide on three days that you will 
meet to work on the presentation together outside of class. 

 3) Group Meeting 1: Discuss your scene in terms of film theory, and create 3 slides. 
 4) Group Meeting 2: Discuss your scene in terms of gender theory, and create 3 slides. 
 5) Group Meeting 3: Do a dry-run of your presentation and edit as necessary. 
 6) Showtime!  Lead our class in a Cinema Salon. 
 
Who do I work with?   I will assign the groups, films, and presentation dates today. Please 
record the names and email addresses of your group members below so that you can easily get 
in touch.  Although this is a group project, you will only be graded on your own contributions.   
 

Group number: _______ Presentation Date: __________Film: ________________ 
 

               
              Name:____________________________   Email:___________________________ 
 
              Name:____________________________   Email:___________________________ 
 
 Name:____________________________   Email:___________________________ 
  
Assignment Format:  The powerpoint presentation length should be 12 minutes at the 
maximum.  Aim for 10 minutes: it can easily it will run overtime.  
 
Grading Criteria: This assignment is worth 30% of your final grade for the course.  For the 
specific grading criteria, please consult the midterm presentation rubric available on Canvas.   
 
Assignment Due Date:  Groups 1, 2, 3, 4 will present in class on Thursday, January 31.   Groups 
5, 6, 7 will present on Thursday, Thursday, February 7.  Groups 8, 9, 10 will present on Thursday, 
February 14th.  Please email a copy of your powerpoint presentation to dgarvin@uoregon.edu 
by 9am on the morning that your presentation is due.  This is how you turn in the assignment. 
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